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Abstract
The review paper entitled “ENTREPRENEURIAL UNIVERSITIES AND INTERMEDIARY ORGANISATIONS AS A SUCCESS FACTOR IN SMES: LITERATURE REVIEW” authored by Ernad Kahrović published in the Volume 68, issue 3-4 of the journal Ekonomika preduzeća, dated 20/05/2020, DOI: 10.5937/EKOPRE2004229K is being retracted due to plagiarism.

Sažetak
Pregledni rad pod nazivom "PREDUZETNIČKI UNIVERZITETI I POSREDNIČKE ORGANIZACIJE KAO FAKTOR USPEŠNOSTI MALIH I SREDNJIH PREDUZEĆA - PREGLED LITERATURE" autora Ernada Kahrovića objavljen u broju 68(3-4) časopisa Ekonomika preduzeća, od data 20.05.2020, DOI: 10.5937/EKOPRE2004229K povlači se zbog plagijarizma.

EXPLICATION
Following the report of the anonymous whistleblower, which was forwarded to the Editorial Board by the Center for Evaluation and Science (CEON) on November 1st, 2022, in which it was stated that the text of the article in question represents a serious form of plagiarism, the Editorial Board conducted a comprehensive analysis and concluded there was a gross violation of journalistic-ethical norms. It was found there was more than 40% overlap with other publications.

In accordance with the Rulebook on dealing with illegitimate articles published in scientific journals referenced in the Serbian Citation Index, the Editorial Board made the decision to retract the article.

The author has been informed about the decision of the Editorial Board and accepted it. We apologize to the scientific community for the lack of sufficiently reliable plagiarism detection software and inform it that we initiated the procedure of implementing iThenticate software from the next issue onwards.